
As impacts from the spread of COVID-19
enter completely into uncharted territory,
every company is witnessing its priorities
shifting dramatically. Not only supply chain
concerns but fear of economic fallout is a
major fear among IT companies. Companies
are wondering how they’ll maintain daily
operations if their employees can’t travel or
even come into the office.
In regions such as Europe and the US where
the coronavirus is active, businesses are
already seeing the effect. Most technology
leaders are overwhelmed trying to keep up.
Traditional business continuity and disaster
plans do not guide how to sustain such
pandemic and keep operations going even as
the business environment is upheaved.
 

Impact Analysis for the IT Industry:
SpendEdge Offers Enterprise-level Business
Continuity Roadmap Consulting Services to
help Companies Minimize the Impact of
COVID-19

Want to conduct impact

analysis for the IT industry ?

Request a free proposal and we

will get back to you in 48 hours.

REQUEST FREE PROPOSAL

https://www.spendedge.com/request-free-proposal
https://www.spendedge.com/request-free-proposal


Address challenges represented by COVID-19
to organization's workforce, customers, supply
chains, and business partners

How will Impact Analysis help Companies Navigate the Crisis

Want to gain insights to perform impact analysis and and gain deep-dive insights into the

enterprise-level business continuity roadmap consulting? 

Get in touch with our experts now!
CONTACT US

Resolve

Resilience

Build resilience and improve cash management
to address virus-related shutdowns and
economic knock-on effects

Return

Reimagine

Reform

Create strategies to scale quickly as COVID-19
situation evolves and knock-on effects become
clearer

Understand the current scenario and analyze
the implications for how organizations should
reinvent

Monitor the regulatory changes and assess how
competitive environment in the industry may
shift

https://www.spendedge.com/contact-ushttps:/www.spendedge.com/contact-us
https://www.spendedge.com/contact-us


Although companies have activated no-travel and work-from-home
policies for workers, challenges are evolving. Interruptions are more
frequent than in the office for remote workers. From networking to
creating routines that drive productivity in a recessionary environment,
challenges are prominent and impacting businesses. Companies need to
improve communication, balance the needs of the business with
expectation setting, and protect people's health. They must provide
personal protective equipment; amend sick-leave policies—whatever it
takes to ensure health and safety.

Key Focus Areas for IT Companies to Reduce the Impact of COVID-19

Companies must monitor leading indicators of and understand where the
pandemic is evolving using both epidemiological and economic inputs. It’s
easy to lose sight of the actions that might be needed tomorrow and days
after that. The above-mentioned factors offer leaders a clear path to begin
navigating to the next normal—a normal that looks unlike any in the years
preceding the coronavirus. Factors will ensure an organization’s rapid
response, adaptation to change, and reemergence in a position of
strength.

Consumers are recalibrating their spending, thereby, increasing the likelihood
that spending may permanently shift between categories and that online
services could get adopted far faster. IT companies must decode this normal
and devise a strategy to navigate it. Using a portfolio of initiatives and planning
for decision making could help companies create a compass for business leaders
to follow while reducing the impact of COVID-19.

Plan for the next phase

Inability to perform impact analysis can make it difficult for companies to reduce the impact of

COVID-19. Stay a step ahead by requesting a free demo of our procurement platform and gain

exclusive insights into enterprise-level business continuity roadmap consulting.

REQUEST FREE

DEMO

Change Working Norms

Conduct scenario planning

https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo
https://www.spendedge.com/request-for-demo


Our experts provide an in-depth assessment of the capability and maturity of
your current Business Continuity depending on IT industry best practices and
standards. The insights provided cover detailed findings, recommendations and
metrics defining the current maturity and recovery capability of your projects.
We provide expert recommendations to establish a baseline of maturity and
capability and to develop a roadmap for future improvement. Our experts
review the existing sourcing process to help companies stay relevant in the
wake of COVID-19. They validate business requirements; understand
constraints to prioritize profit opportunities.

Benefits of Leveraging SpendEdge's Consulting Services

A rigorous impact analysis, including an analysis of recovery strategy options,
addresses the key first step of aligning business requirements with IT recovery
capabilities. Using comprehensive impact analysis, our experts identify
information technology companies to determine the quantitative and
qualitative impacts of downtime. The process further defines the organization’s
target Recovery Time Objectives (RTOs) and Recovery Point Objectives (RPOs).
Our impact analysis solutions help enterprises to identify and prioritize their
business processes and realize the possible impact of COVID-19.

Threat & risk assessment

To know how you can perform impact analysis and reduce of COVID-19 by taking effective risk

mitigation measures, request more information from our experts.

REQUEST MORE

INFO

Opportunity assessment

Business impact analysis

When it comes to enterprise-level business continuity, different
organizations have different needs. With experience across multiple
industries, SpendEdge possesses the capability to provide insights to
address complexities.

The study assesses the probability and potential impact of COVID-19, level of
mitigation and risks that can affect your key business and IT processing
facilities. SpendEdge provides an in-depth risk and impact analysis report that
identifies critical areas of risk exposure and provides prioritized
recommendations to identify opportunities for growth.  

https://www.spendedge.com/get-more-info
https://www.spendedge.com/get-more-info

